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Abstract

Introduction

The gravitational pull of the earth is
Gravity studies explain about the sub surface
fundamental and the weakest universal force in
Nature. According to the density of the
features and shape of the earth, and show
subsurface materials and the shape of the
gravitational force is weak in the Sri Lanka
earth, gravitational pull varies. Satellite based
region, which has positive and
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negative impacts. This poster argues further
in the southern part of the Indian ocean that
studies on gravity are needed to revise
influence the Sri Lanka region. Research studies
the global gravitational model of the region.
on this data reveal gravitational attraction is
weak. This weak gravitational attraction has
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 The earth gravity anomaly provides the earth structure (Hinderer, J., & Crossley, D. , 2000)

Conclusion

 All this evidence provides reasonable justification that Sri Lanka is a special sample for
Gravitational studies, because it has the weakest gravitational pull in the world.
 Density variation of the earth reflects its prominent subsurface features (Nabighian, M. N, 2005)
 This weakest gravitational pull has the following effects:
 Positive: Economic developments such as mining for new minerals
 Negative: GPS inaccuracy due to Gravity variations influencing vertical height measurements
(Romagnoli, 2003)
 The global gravitational model should be revised for the Sri Lanka region.

Fig 2: Regional Gravity variation obtained from (a) Satellite Gravity
(b) Observed land gravity data (P. Thunendran)
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